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Oslo President 
Recliner Chair 

with Ottoman

SPECIFICATIONS OSLO PRESIDENT CHAIR
Maximum Weight Capacity 120kg (SWL)

Overall Width 70cm

Overall Depth 73cm

Overall Height 110cm

Seat Width 51cm

Seat Depth 49cm

Seat Height 48cm

Unit Weight 20.5kg

SPECIFICATIONS OSLO PRESIDENT OTTOMAN
Maximum Weight Capacity 120kg (SWL)

Overall Width 58cm

Overall Depth 40cm

Overall Height 44cm

Seat Height 39cm

Unit Weight 7.5kg



The President Recliner Chair 
with Ottoman boasts superior 

Scandinavian design, perfectly crafted 
for relaxation and comfort with 

features to support sitting, standing, 
and exiting with ease.

Unparalleled 
Scandinavian design 
offers supreme luxury 
and designer looks to 

elevate the décor  
of any home.

Sleek and streamlined, the clean lines and refined 
design of the President Recliner Chair with Ottoman 
is a delightful combination of form and function 
that brings sophisticated comfort to any home. 

Whilst not a lift chair, the higher seat and taller 
arms rests of the President ensure sitting and rising 
is easier than ever whilst body-nurturing moulded 
foam cushioning provides the ultimate in luxurious 
comfort.

The President incorporates specialised features 
such as the ‘Just Right’ HeadrestTM, an exclusive 
adjustment system that allows the head and neck 
to rest in an infinite number of comfort positions 
whilst the Comfort GlideTM Reclining System 
allows you to effortlessly recline as your heart 
desires.

The President also comes equipped with an angled 
ottoman that includes an exclusive circulation 
enhancing pivot board providing targeted comfort 
and relief. Finished in the matching premium 
leather and quality hard wood frame, the President 
Recliner and Ottoman pairs perfectly and provides  
a sophisticated and complete look.

Higher seat and taller 
armrests ensure sitting  
and rising is easier than ever

High-grade premium  
leather finish

Cold-cure moulded foam 
encases the interior frame 
with sinuous springs, 
allowing for body-nurturing 
curvatures, guaranteeing 
absolute comfort and 
durability and essential  
back and lumbar support

‘Just Right’ HeadrestTM 
adjustment system allows your 
head and neck to rest in an infinite 
number of comfort positions

Comfort Glide 
SystemTM allows 
the user to adjust 
the recline with 
effortless motion

Effortless reclining
Mechanism Adjustable headrest

Ergonomically  
sloped ottoman

Comfort flexi-pillow
(optional)

Ergonomically angled ottoman 
promotes greater circulation 
and maximum leg comfort whilst 
rotating foot plate provides 
added footrest functionality

Rotating foot 
pedal/board to 
allow for better 
blood circulation


